
Stop racist propaganda against fugitive in Cologne immediately!

We the striking refugees in Berlin and on the road  stand in solidarity with all 
who have fled from South Eastern Europe, many of them Roma, and call on the 
Cologne city council parliament for the SPD, CDU, FDP and Greens to withdraw 
its application for the joint resolution on 19.03.2013.

It is only a week ago that the members of the Refugees' Revolution Bus Tour 
and supporters in Cologne were attacked by the police with massive force for 
distributing information material in a  refugee Lagerunterkunft within Cologne. 
And now the City Council in Cologne factions want to top this with a draft 
resolution against immigration .

Main phrase of the text against migrants from Romania and Bulgaria, is the 
following:

“The Council therefore appeals urgently to the federal government  on  the 
German as well as European level a  framework that significantly reduce the 
migration and maintain the social balance in the cities.”

We strongly condemn this pandering to the racist chains of argumentation of 
pseudo-democratic movements such as Pro NRW or Pro Germany and their 
potential voters. Not only The Cologne City Council creates the breeding ground 
for the agitation of Nazis and racists against us fugitive, but also ensures its 
continuation and legitimacy. Who attacks the rights of individual fugitives and 
groups, no matter where we come from and where we are going, is in fact 
attacking us all!

The following is publicly available and known:

• two-thirds of immigrants from Bulgaria and Romania regularly remove back 
and out of Germany

• about 80 percent of 2007 to 2010 immigrants from Bulgaria and Romania are 
employed in the official labor market and pay into the social security funds.

• About 46 percent of them are considered qualified, 22 percent qualified even 
with high academic qualifications.

Who deliberately omits all this and operates only with naked  immigration datas 
fits in with the racist propaganda of the  Federal Interior Minister Friedrichand is 
not interested in any constructive discussion.

We also reject any attempts to select political asylum seekers from alleged non-
political fugitives and to divide us into "useful" and "useless" people. We  are not 
ready to be played against each other based on "divide and conquer" !

Global poverty, social exclusion, discrimination and structural racism are 
permanently reproduced to secure or obtain power and profit of a few. In order 
to disguise this, we, whether immigrated or fled must be blamed for the causes 
and are held responsible for any consequences. We are to be presented as 
scapegoats in order to pursue the neoliberal economy logic, the redistribution of 



wealth and the limitations of basic human rights. Widely into the middle of 
society reaching fears and prejudices are stirred up with regard to the supposed 
origin, religion, lifestyle, or social status.

But we have enough of it! Therefore, we have been campaigning for about a year on 
public streets and places reclaiming our right to self-determination and  to a life free 
of discrimination - and we will keep on doing it! We all too often risk our lives to 
escape from the consequences of political abuses and economic exploitation in our 
countries. Only to then be presented as a lightning rod for racial reflexes here in 
Germany and Europe? No! We have come to stay! Racist propaganda and social 
exclusion will not go further without our protest! For it is the political and economic 
leaders who jeopardize a supposedly existing "social balance" - Not migration and 
escape! 

We therefore call for participation in the protests against the resolution in front 
of the Cologne City Hall on 19 March !

We call for our nationwide demonstration on Refugee Revolution 23.03. at 
14.00 clock to Berlin for Refugeecamp on Oranienplatz - on the occasion of the 
first anniversary of the Refugee protests!

Likewise, we call for participation for the introductory demo of the campaign 
"Free Movement - the right to stay for all!"  of the Youth Movement and the 
Bonner Ver.di Jugend on Sunday, 24.03.2013 at Bonn and a demonstration on 
the same day in Göttingen  against war and deportations to Kosovo. 

Fight racism now! Every refugee is a political refugee! 

Further information

refugeesrevolution.blogsport.de

https://www.facebook.com/refugees.revolution.demonstration

http://www.neues-deutschland.de/rubrik/bustour/ (German translation of the tour 
diary)

aysylstrikeberlin.wordpress.com

Contact :017626027757/0177 6847312 (Press / Media)015216758096 (Bus Tour on 
the road)


